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ROLLA, MISSOURI

Rolla Celebrates 65th Year of St. Pat's Heritage
For those who don't already know , St.
Pat. Patrick is the patron saint of
Engineers which should make it
evident who a school which is
predominately engineering would
celebrate for four days in his honor.
This celebration has been observed for
many years here at UMR and many
tradtitions have evolved and dissappeared. Many, however , have survived
until today, making this holiday the
unforgetable event that it is.

Shillelaghs are very familar things to
any student on the UMR campus today ,
espically the current freshmen, It
seems that the freshmen have always
had a corner on the schillelagh
tradition. Even in the old days when
everyone was allowed to carry the
colossal cudgels, it was the freshmen
who had the honor of going to the woods
to cut them. Since then down through
the years the freshmen have bartered
bargined, and even a t times used brut~
force to acquire sole posseSSion of one
of the oldest and most pratical
treditions connected with St. Pat's.

The juniors also had their chance to
,make their mark on this annual
celebration. They , however, did not
experience the unbounded success
enjoyed by our freshmen. In the second
year of the celebration all planning and
preparation was placed in the hands of
the juniors. This distinction they shared
with no one until 1930 when they
surrendered their one honor to a group
called the "St. Pat's Board". This
group has since served this campus
with staggering efficiency and a green
" EI Marko".

The switch from the juniors to the
" Board" was a direct result of
pressures from the student body
because when the students held a pool
they voted three to one in favor of the
Board (probally because three out of
every four persons attending the school
at that time were not juniors). The
dissatisfaction with the juniors
stemmed from two things: number one
- it was generally felt across campus
that the 1930 juniors as freshmen in 1928
had not killed enouth snakes: number
two - there was an irrepressible desire
for a beard contest and the juniors
would not consider it. As it was, it took
another 18 years before the campus
realized . an official beard contest
because fifty percent of the Board
consisted of juniors and the other aalf
consisted of ex-juniors.

When the beard contest finally came
into being, it was well recieved and
universally accepted, so much so that
the entrants could be of either sex and
of any age. In fact, the rules for the first
contest were laid down by the bearded
behemoth himself. One of the ruies

particulary noted and observed was
number 10: " Weapons of hooch' must
not be hidden in full beards. " Another
was number 13: "All beards become
the property of St. Patrick at the
consuls ion of the contest." The following year the senior class (it 's
those jealous ex 'juniors again) tried to
secure the beard contest as their own.
However , wise old st. Pat would have
none of it and said that the seniors
already were the only ones who could
be knighted and that any additional
focus on them would not be good for the
holiday.
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As consolation for the seniors Saint
Patrick decided that he would bring the
Blarney Stone with him each year to
allow each man to kiss it as he was
knighted. The seniors were still not
satisfied since only a selected few could
be knighted instead of the whole class
as before. They felt that if the freshmen
could control the shillelagh tradition
that they , the seniors, should be able to
go a step further. So through the years
despite the efforts of Saint Patrick's
Pages, the seniors started dunking
their heads in the honey - like liquid
WhICh was cradled in the Blarney
Stone. As time went on the sensation
grew and grew, their desire for total
fullfillment could no longer be contained and finally the climax: in 1965
the men to be knighted dove headlong
into the green goo. The pages had to
pull the men from their predicament,
and nnse each one for it is said that if
the Blarney liquid passed through the
skin it will be taken up by the bloodstream and transported to the brain
where it can drive a man insane.

There are many other fine customs
connected with the Irish excitement
which comes over Rolla every year.
Things like the Coronation Ball which
started out as a masqued ball in 1913
during which Saint Patrick led and
reviewed
over
one
hundred
masqueraders. Or the Queen's float
which started in 1953 in order to carry
the Queen and her court in the parade.
However in Rolla , in 1915 the first
coronation of the first st. Pat's Queen
ever crowned anywhere took place. The
first queen was Miss Helen Baysinger
of Rolla. This is the thing that really
sets the Rolla celebration apart from
the rumdum celebratims such as those
at Mizzou. This crowning is what
started St. Pat's as a social type function (thank the Board for social type
functions) .

. As much as Miners may hate to admit
It, our St. Pat's party weekend is not
native to Rolla. It came to us from
fr?m of all places, Columbia, where th~
Mlzzou
engineers
have
been
celebra~g Saint Patrick's Day, as a
group Since 1903. The seed from which

This urtOO" of St. Pilt s!llying serpents WilS the front page of
the speciill St. PIIt's edition of tilt MINER of 1921.

this grand tradition has grown and
blossomed was sown in 1908 when an
invitation was extended to the Missouri
School of Mines to send a representative to the celebration in Columbia.
Immediately a meeting was called and
more than enough money was colected
to finance the trip.
So enthusiastic was the meeting that
it was decided that the money should
. instead go towards a celebration in
Rolla. Wasting no time a committee
was appointed to plan the festivities.
The work of this committee was
clandestine due to the fact that March
17th was a regular school day and an
adverse reaction was anticipated from
the faculty. Finally the night of the
sixteenth, Norwood Hall was decorated
and final instructions were given- all
was ready.
On the morning of that long awaited
day the perfect cut was executed
EVERY student reported to Frisco
Station where they were supplied with
green sashes and shillelaghs. It was
also here that they greeted the first St.
Patrick, George Menefree. From here
there was a parade, led by the school

band to Norwood Hall. The band was
followed by Saint Patrick, his pages,
and all the classes in order. Once at
Norwood Hall the entire senior class
was dubbed "Knights of Saint Patrick".
The day ended with a band concert.
Throughout this first celebrations we
wear a few familiar notes-the parade,
~he Knights , the shillelaghs. In all, this
is quite different from the St, Pats of
today . There is one big thing that
has not chanlled since then: that is the
miner. It is reported that then, as now,
much merry making made the Miner
thirst for the golden nectar. Being the
efficient dido he is, the Miner has set
aside money to fulfill this need.
There was , as there always rs a
drawback-in the old days it was illegal
to sell alcohol to a student. Coincidentially-the night of the sixteenth it
seem that a certain distributer has
neglected to lock his door . That morning it was discovered that two barrels
of beer were missing and in their palce
Clish,sufficient to pay for the beer,
including the deposit.
St. Pat's '73 is already to roll' just
remember "Erin GO Bragh". '
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LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

Concert: McKendree Spring
4:30

March 17

MP Bldg.

March 19-23

Tennis Doubles Sign-Up

March 25
March 26-31

Movie: Wait Until Dark
4:00&6:30
Centennial Hall
Frisbee Sign-Up

March 25-31

Dedication Week

Blue Key Resume Service
Again this year, the Blue Key
Resume Service is giving
students the opportunity to get a
head start in locating a job after
graduation. I you take adcantage, about 600 companies in
the U.S. and around the world
will be offered copies of your
resume. Since only about 250
companies actually visit UMR
Placement Office each year,
this service enables you to
make contacts you normally
would be unable to make.

To join in , simply fill out Ule
short form which can be picked
up either at the Placement
Office or in the Old Student
Union Cafeteria. In order that
we may bring you this service,
we find it necessary to charge a
nominal fee of $.50 to partially
cover the cost of resume copies.
We urge you to sign up as soon
as possible. Any questions you
have can be answered at the
Placement office of by any
member of Blue Key.

I'
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* Roadrunner Cartoons
* 3 Stooges Comedy

Engineering "Feels"
The imbibation of the fiery
liquids of Hell or ethyl alcohol
has shadowed the face of the
earth ong before Nero became
" liquored up" and burned the
city of Rome to the ground
around 68 a.d. Many a
"Superstar" has had a little nip
of wi ne at his last supper, not to
speak of the unumerable suppers before! It is even strongly
rumored that th e amouric
custom of kissing was first
performed by returning Roman
lefionaires on their spouses to
determine if they had been
drinking wine.
With st. Pat's falling upon us I
have
delved
into
the
gastronomic records of alcohol
since Irish, green and pubs are
synonomous with alcoholic
drink. Who knows , maybe the
old adage: "the luck of the

Irish" is even derived from the
fact that the Irish are generally
half sauced.
The highest price of any
known alcoholic beverage was a
bottle of Tokay vintage of 1811,
bottled in 1840 which drew $528 a
bottle in 'a 1925 auction. Bottle
sizes have ranged from wine
bottles of 4 liters (8.45 pints)
capacity to one twentieth fl. oz.
scotch bottles.
Evan
champagne
cork
popping has become the rage at
the Mardi Gras, where a mark
of 34 ft. was recorded on an
unheated bottle in 1962.
Evan most Rollanians or
Rollese, I'm not quite sure
which is gramatically correct,
will be surprised to find that the
worlds largest brewery is
Auggie Busch's St. Louis plant.
In 1969 the 66 acre plant

·SAVE UP TO 50%·

Auto Parts & Acc. Speed Equip.

HOOK AUTO SUPPLY

~"f

Rolla, Mo.

Bright Green
&

Tacos

364-5252

~
Tortillas

~.l!. ~~~~~A

: . FRI-SAT- SUN-

with 32 pumps . Even more
surprising are the wine cellars
of Cap~ Town, South Africa
which cover 25 acres and hold
36,000,000 gallons of vino.
The highest beer consumption
per person is surprisingly
Czechoslovakia whose countryfolk pour 29.2 U.S . gallons
per person down the "little red
lane" per annum. Yet in the
Northern Territory of Australia
the annual intake is estimated
at 62.4 gallons (I'll bet all
houses have at least two
bathrooms). The Northern
Territory's society for the
prevention of alcoholism
dissolved in 1966 due to lack of
support. In retrospect to the
vast beer consumptions, Russia
published in 1970, that they
themselves have invented beer
(they no doubt brewed the

woodltock

* Plus*
William
Ernest
Holden
Borgnl!!g

rHE

lfIJlJLD

UNCH

TERM PAPERS

Better than SAE discount

513 Hiway 63S

produced 18,712,432 barrels of
brew.
. The. largest distillery in
Canada's Seagram's Limited
whose 1969 sales reached
$1 ,342 ,566,000
of
which
$1,127,114,000 were from the
U.S. John Walker & Son's make
the most Scotch Whiskey with a
potential of 120,000,000 bottles
per annum , while Gordon 's tops
the list for the gin freaks.
To imbibe those seas of
alcohol their are some pretty
fair size bars. Mathaser of
Munich , Germany sells as much
as 84,470 pints of beer a day. It
was bombed out in WW II (no
doubt a military target) and
rebuilt in 1955 with a 5,500
seating capacity (larger than
the UMR student body) . The
longest bar is in Mildrua ,
Australia which is 287 ft. long

63 S Rolla,::

Send for your de Scrlpl lve. up·to dat e.
128 page. mall orde r ca talog of 2.300
qualI ty te rmpaper s Enclose $1.00 to
cover postage and handling .
WE ALSO WRIT E
CUSTOM MAD E PAPERS

Termpaper Arsenal, Inc.
519 GLENROCK AVE., SUITE 203
LOS ANGElES, CALIF. 90024
(213) 4J7.8474 • 4J7.5493

.. w~ need,a loc.al salesmc

·••.................•.........................•.
Sinclair~
·~ Rob's
Take advantage of our student
discount with your UMR 10
You Get
10% off on all stock & labor
As'k about our gas discount
Intersection 1-44 & 63 Rolla 364-5169
..............................................

•

Starting Feb. 5th, Breakfast Will Be Served
See the New Corral of Pancakes Grub List
Open 6 : 30-8:00 Mon.·Fri.
. 6:3G--8:30 Sat. '
12:00-8:30 Sun .
212 S. Hwy. 63
364-6979
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Sen. Eagleton Among Those
To Be Honored This St. Pat's
Senator Thomas F. Eagleton
will become the second
honorary St. Pat in the hisotry
of St. Pat celebrations at the
University of Missouri-Rolla
Friday evening, March 16. Sen.
Stuart Symington was made an
honorary St. Pat in 197I.

Miss Missouri To Grace
st. Pat's Celebration
The St. Patrick's Coronation
Banquet is going to be graced
by the presence of Miss
Missouri of 1972. She is Anita
Marie Colombo of St. Louis, Mo.
Anita is a senior at
Washington
University
majoring
in
Electrical
Engineering, a subject well
understood by UMR students.
She is a member of Pi Beta Phi
Sorority and plans to go on to a
masters degree in Business
Administra tion .
She graduated from Mehlivlle
High School in 1969 and recieved
several scholarships. She was
first runner-up in the Missouri
Junior Miss Pagaent, Miss
Teenage St. Louis, Miss Cotton,

Miss Muffin and also recieved a
National Photo Award.
Miss Colombo is a charming
5'5" brunette, noted for her
dancing and choreographic
ability. She was the youngest
leading lady , when at the age of
13 , she starred as Becky
Thatcher in "Tom Sawyer. " She
is active in theMarch of Dimes
and the Easter Seal Drive, as
well as many Washington
University affairs . This last
summer she was a trainee in
Engineering Management at
Southwestern Bell.
Her escort is David Rinas , son
of a prominent Raytown
plumber. Dave is also in charge
of the parade Saturday.

Others being named St. Pat's
Honorary Knights at the same
ceremony are Dr. J. Stuart
Johnson, Peter F. Mattei,
Robert G. Brady and Jerome T.
(Jerry) Berry.
A native of st. Louis, Senator
Eagleton began his political
career when he was elected
circuit attorney of st. Louis in
1956. He became Missouri's
youngest Attorney General in
1960 and its youngest Lieutenant

completed a six-year term as a
member of the University of
Missouri Board of Curators. He
served as president of the board
during 1972.
Jerome T. (Jerry) Berry is a
suprevisory civil engineer with
the U.S. Geological Survey in
Rolla. A UMR alumnus, he has
assisted
UMR ' s
athletic
department by acting as UMR's
Sports Information Director
every year since 1947.
St. Pat will bestow the
honorary titles on these
distinguished gentlemen at
ceremonies preceeding the
Coronation Ball Friday (March
16). The knights will be special
honorees in the annual St. Pat's
Parade Saturday morning
(March 17)

Missouri Miner
o

o

University of Missouri.- Rolla

Achievements In Engineering
To Be St. Pat's Parade Theme

Achievements in Engineering
is the theme of this year 's st.
Pat 's Parade which begins at
10 :00 a .m . Saturday (March
17). This year 's spectacular
climaxes
the
two-day
celebration at the University of
Missouri-Rolla.
Floats appearing in the
parade have been entered by 12
UMR organizatons. Theyare :
River Queen-the Queen 's float
<Beta Sigma PSi); Driving The
Golden Spike (Kappa Sigma) ;
Invention of the Wheel (Phi
The Garnes are terminated
after the judging of the Kappa Theta) ; Horseless
Carriage (Sigma Pi); The First
Shillelaghs and the wf,ll
Still
(CampusClub); The
groomed beards of miners .
Zeppelin "Rolla " (IndepenIn summary, good attendance
by Miners and their dates will dents); First Powered Flight
(Men 's
Residence
Hall
start off the weekend with a
Association); Keys To The
bang.

Games To Hi·ghltght
Friday's Activities
With St. Pats coming near, all
organizations should focus
attention on getting entrants in
the Games held annually at
Lions Club Park. These games
kick off the weekend with fun
and excitement. The games will
be held at pavilion 4 and the
surrounding area on Fri. March
16.
The first and longest contest
is the endurance contest which
starts at 2:30. This contest
consists of the the most beer
consumed in one hour by one
person. Last year's winner was
Jack 'Tiny' Phillips of Sigma
Nu with 18 12-Qz. cans downed.
The second contest is the Spack chug. The name is self
explanatory, it starts about
3:00. Last year's winner was
Frank Moore of Sigma Phi
Epsilon with 6 cans downed in I
min. 27 sec. The record is held
by Richard Battley with a time
of 54 sec.
The most sparsely entered
contest is the Girls Quart Chug.
At approximately 3:45 the girls
engage in battle usually lasting
25-30 seconds but the record is
an outstanding 10 sec. by Miss
Sue Beecher in 1969.
The cudel carry at 4 p.m . is a
battle of braun and beauty. The
cudgels which are skillfully
finished and symbolizing the
spirit of St. Pats, have to be
carried 20 yards. Due to the size
of these cudgels, this feat is not
easily accomplished. The men
of Sigma Tau Gamma won last
year.

Governor in 1964. Four years
later he won a difficult primary
race and went on to become
Missouri's freshman senator in
the U.S. Congress.
J. Stuart Johnson was first a
member of the UMR faculty in
electrical engineering from 1937
to 1944. In 1967 he returned to
the call1pus as dean of the
School of Engineering.
Peter F. Amattei was
graduated from the University
of Missouri School of Mines and
Metallurgy in 1937 and is not the
executive director of the
Metropolitan Sewer District in
St. Louis. He is also president of
the
MSM-UMR
Alumni
Association.
Robert G. Brady, a practicing
attorney in St. Louis , has just

Future (Tau Kappa Epsilon );
" If Man Was Intended To
Fly ... " (Pi Kappa Phi ) ; Trojan
Horse (Lambda Chi Alpha ) ;
Automobile Assembly Line
(Sigma Phi Espilon; and Lunar
Module (Pi Kappa Alpha ).
Musical groups performing in
the parade will be : The Pipes
and Drums of Moola ; Helias
High School Band from Jefferson City ; Bellettes Drum and
Bugle Corps from Belleville,
Ill. ; Hilcrest Highlanders from
Springfield's Hilcrest High
School; Raytown Jay Walkers;
Waynesville Marching Band,
and the UMR Miner's Band.
Non-float entries are: Acacia
dn Zeta Tau Alpha's "Super
Slide Rule"; Sigma Nu's Joe
Miner; The Budman and Baron

Von Stag ; Marching Mineretts;
UMR Cheerleaders ; Salem is
sending a group of marching
twilers and the ShFiners
Motercycle
Corp&.
from
Springfiled will participate.
Not to be forgotten are the
many traditions of the parade.
Preceeding the main column is
the traditional painting of the
green stripe down Pine Street.
St. Pat, of course, will be riding
on a manure spreader and
excerising his privilege of
kissing any pretty ~l~ he sees.
He will also select various
subjects for the honor of kissing
the blarney stone.
With the many dignitaties and
special guests , this year's St.
Pat's parade promises to be the
best ever.

St. Patrick Is
Always Watching
Every time you enter <:nd
leave the University of Missouri
at Rolla Library, you pass
under the watchful gaze of the
pa tron saint of engineering, St.
Patrick himself. To the left of
the main doors, as you enter,
there stands a seven foot tall
statue of St. Pat, with his famed
Blarney Stone close at hand.
The statue, the work of
Rudolph Torrini, Chairman of
the Department of Art at
Fontbonne
College,
was
presented by the St. Pat's Board
to the UMR at a special
presentation ceremony in the
Library on Friday, October 28,
1970. Making the presentation
for the st. Pat's Board were
Eric Dunning, St. Pat's of 1970,
Kenny Hildebrandt, President
of the St. Pat's Board for 197~
71, and Dr. Virgil Flanigan, the
advisor of the St. Pat's Board.

Accepting for the University
were Chancellor Merle Baker
and
Chuck
LeJuenesse ,
President of the Student
Council.
The program consisted of a
short speech by Jim McGrath, a
UMR graduate and St. Pat of
1948, followed by the presentation, and the introduction of
the artist, Mr. Torrini.
The St. Pat's Board donated
the statue so that no Miner
might forget St. Patrick or the
tradition that accomPanies his ·
name on the UMR campus.
They also made available to any
organization, or any individual
who would like to take the
tradition of UMR and St. Pat's
Day with him when he
graduates, smaller copies of the
statue. These may be obtained
from any St. Pat's Board
member for twenty-five dollars.

? /--.
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Why Liberal Arts?

Our Man Hoppe

Maybe The Old Foggies Were Right
We live in a country that is famous for its system of higher
education. With 2,500 institutions of higher learning it is commonly supposed that the American student has a much wider
choice of how, where, and in what field he will pursue a college
education that is actually the case.
Many years ago schools were sponsored by many different
groups in society, groups which approached the subject of
education in many different ways. There were religious colleges
~~ch~nical institutes, teacher schools, night law schools, and
fmlshing schools. If a student had made a choice of a vocation
there was a school to fit his needs.
This is 110 longer f:he ·~ase. A numb~r of factors, including
massive federal funding ,. has .tended to recast all of these formerly divergent schools into one mold. Agrowing trend toward an
emphasis on .acad.emic rather than cimier orient.ed goals 'in' our
schools has had the effect .of putting' many different sizes' and
shap~s of fee~ into one kind. of·shoe. Rather than haViIjg a
multitude of ,\l!yerse sch091s. ~e have tried to create diversity 'in
every schooL '.,
.
.

.

;

We hawwJlole'~~~~ep!ettl!e id~I!~~y~n~-m
enters O,!~:;,OD O!ll"~~&i~~~.t.Of:l)igh~!"~q~it"rn~-:AAQ.!.!).(t;:l~V!:.'f
broadly educated in a number of divergentfields'. More~r Wltli;
rare exceptions, ~e h~ve educated every~~de*f as .~:.h~
some ,day be a u~verslty professor. Th~
. . ~tY:tor Ii.i8h I~ .
vocatIOnal trammg has not yet been
cep1k\:l.: ~. 'illlf '
propnateness of such cl~ssical, un!ver~ty . fl.ip~can ,easily: ' "
demonstrated by .exammmg th~ hl~ percen'tiite·o( ·"
ub~ ':"!
The majorj,tY. of ttitlse " droP-Qu~~~ull!~ipable 0
'ng~
university1e4u&kr6rljth"eY'i~~n..clfuca~tlt.it~.·' .
therfri
get a job, be more s,:cc~s~ful iIi ~elrpresent job,. or a~1herti;~
some other equallY' ffi)mdane t{lSK:. ; "
"
.:)
. ",' . ~

i": :

Our institutions have become homogenized. A propecti¥i
student today can choose between ~'first rate", " second rate "~;
and "third rate" schools. There are two year institutions and'
there are f~ur year. ~stitutions, But ¥ide from prestiege, rigor;
and admiSSIOns poliCies there are few essential differences in the
a~tua! m,ode of learning. Almost without exception every in~
StitutlO~ .IS modeled after the examples set by the prestigious
unIVerSities,
Ther£! have been several results of this homogenization. Hundereds of small provate schools have overextended themselves in
an effort to be all. things to all people. Many of them are going·
broke . The operatmg costs of many state universities has soared
as each campus has competed with every other campus in the
state to off~r cousres. This has been very costly, espically in the
graduate fields. What need has the state of Missouri for four
doctorate programs in chemistry?
Even here at UMR we have apparently succombed to this idea
of becoming, more of less, a general university. Rather than
keeping the unique image that the Missouri &hools of Mines and
Metallurgy had as school of engineering and sciE:nce, it has been
fashionable to portray UMR as a rather genteel little brother of
Columbia with an "emphasis" on engineering. We have, in a
sense, bartered away our image for the robes of academic
respectability .
It has been fashionable in many circles to say that the "liberal
arts" have "ruined" Rolla. Perhaps, in a sense, they have. Each
additional degree program in the humanities or social sciences,
while not adding much incremental cost to operating the school,
has further diffused Rolla's image among both the general public,
high school students, and the engineering profession.
~Andtonce Rolla has lost its image, its unique dedication to
engineering and the sciences, what has it left to offer? We are left
with a small, backwoods, second rate, '''university'' with a difficult to convey "emphasis"on engineering and the sciences. Is it
any wonder our enrollment continues to drop?

DIEHL MONTGOMERY
FORD SALES
Rolla. Missouri

(The Originator of the Student Finance
Plan in this Area)

This plan allows the students upon approved credits
and job, to buy a new car with nothing down .and
Pilyments of $25.00 per month until you are on the job.
This plan is not new, Diehl Montgomery Ford has sold
over 750 new cars and trucks to graduating students
this way . See us for all the details. Also you can use
your own insurance or ours .
FORD LINCOLN AND MERCURY

This allows the graduating students to have a new car
before he graduates when he really needs it.

""

0_ ,",

Mr. Nixon has once again
devalued the dollar in order
once again to discourage
otherwise-loyal Americans
from buying imported cars or
traveling abroad. Once again it
won't work.
The trouble is that statusconscious American-from the
Volkswagen woofertweeter set
to the middle-aged .poppinjays
in their Triumph Stagswouldn't be caught dead in a
collision in anything but an
impor~d car,
And.if trave}ing ~broad' hasn ~t
yet discouraged Americans
. from traveling abroad , nothing
,will. .
. :fhe pnly t4ing that's going to
wor~ iSlI)y,Uncle,jVlanny's plan.
"The first thing we ·got to do;"
,saY$ ' UnclEL l'VIanny, ': is.. start
Qlji.lding,.· ) mpor~~d car,s in
Oetroit. Godforbid .we shouldn't
providem p~~ ~ob~ for :Amer~<;an
wor:king men.'.' (
When it comes · to the more
,difficult prob.lem of travel
abroad, Uncle l'VIanny raises a
triumphant fiqger. heavenward:
"Walt Disney, may he rest in
peace, showed the way."
The heart of Uncle Manny's
plan is the construction around
the country of various Francelands, Italylands,
Mexicolands (where you can't
drink the water ) and so forth,

Initially, he had planned to
A surly cab driver then drives
build them all in West Texas on him to the wrong hotel, which is
the theory that none of the local all right because the right one's
residents should be able to lost his reservations anyway.
speak English. But for con- The haughty concierge then
venience, he's decided to erect changes each of his dollars into
them near major population 75 cents, so that he may ask
centers and simply teach the what prices are worth "in real
employes to talk nothing but money"-which, these days is
glossalalia.
the mark or the yen.
With the cooperation of the air
The hotel has only sixth-floor
lines, Uncle Manny will offer 23 rooms, because the elevator
different fare structures doesn't work, but offers
depending on length oL stay, telephones and private baths,
departure date, left-handedness which don't work either.
and eye color .. This gives the , Mter, two· weeks of walking
tourist something to occupy his ,"around ' downtown Burbank
mind during the idle months while being cheated, insulted:
before he takes off.
and:pulled this way aild that by
The fare, however, is always incomprehensible gui'des, he
$543.12 between any two points, boafiishisplane at 4:45 a.m. for
such as Los Angeles and the ten-hour flight back-to Los
Franceland in ; -. downtown "fAngeJes- luaded "dbwn with
Burbank. This is because the expensive junk for- relatives
pla~es , wh!ch depart only 12:35 w~o 'h'a~ the good sense 'to stay
a.m. , fly five hours out to ' slfll home. ' . '
" .. " .
(setting watches ahead or back)
,After a month, his health and
and then five hours back to land sanity return! And -after a
(setting watches back ' or couple ot:-yearls , tie rs olit of hock
ahead).
again'.':And fl\merid hasn't' lost
This insures that· the -tourist a -nickle! '
arrives in :Burbank's Fran- , "At lasl:" says UnCle Manny,
celand properly sleepless" h~ppily waving hiscigar, "we'll
agitated and not knOWing ,what ' break up this international
time it is. .
monopoly ."
He is ' m'e t · there by the Wllat ' monopoly? ' "The
irritable Customs Guards who monopoly, " says Uncle Manny,
demand to paw through every "these foreigners got of being
one of his ~ags. That's when he the only ones to offer us
scores hiS first tnumph. For the Americans the joys of traveling
"ir line's lost his bags.
abroad."

Earn $100 a month and a
Marine Corps Commission
through the Platoon Leaders Class
The Platoon Leaders Class (PLC)
is the primary co ll ege officer
co mmissioning program of the
Marine Corps. It is a le ade rship
progra m, and the positive characteristics developed during training as a
Marine officer wi ll be of va lue to you
throughout your career-be it
civilian or military.
You can join the PLC program in
yo ur freshman , sophomore, or junior
year of college . Training takes place
only in the summer. Freshmen and
sophomores attend two six-week
trainin g courses. Juniors take one
ten -week course.

./
One of the many benefits of the
. Pl atoon Leaders Class is that your
total time of service is co unted from
the day you are enrolled. This
additional longevi ty of accrued
service time means a bigger paycheck throughout your period of
active duty. These financial benefits
multiply tremendously should you
decide to become a career officer.
Financial Assistance

PLC

members can receive $100 each
month of th e school year
The financi a l assistance
is payab le for up to three years-or
a tota l of $2 ,700 .

TEAM WILL BE ON YOUR CN1PUS
21-22MAR73 •
IT YOU DESII'j'; ADDITIONAL
PRIOR 'ID HIS vrSIT CALL COLLECT' AT

816-374-3031.

WILL BE IN THE LOBBY
OF THE STUDENT UNION
FROM 9 AM TO 4 PM.
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Happy St. Pat's
Don't Forget

DISCOUNT PRICES
on film & flash bulbs

SCOTTS · DRUGS
Since 1905 At 8th & Pine

I
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h

OFFICIAL

UMR

S1" PAT'S
SNAKE KILLER
(Will double as a
tennis racket after
MarchI7)

RUSS'S OTHER PLAC
(Tops & Trousers)

KENMARKS

--

·RUSSELL'S TOWN
& COLLEGE
713 Pine Downtown
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Ducks On Rampage
We, the ducks of Frisco Pond,
would like to thank those
stalwart few of the Freshman
Class, who are willing to barter
a walk to the UMR campus
without a shillegJiegh for a
swim in the cool, still waters of
Frisco Pond. The pleasure you
afford to us who call these
waters our home are, we are
sure, equal to the joy the board
gives to you each time you go
under.
We feel that, if given a
chance, we can contribute in
many ways to the festivities of
the weeks previous to st. Pats.
An event of just last week
exemplifies our effectiveness in
showing off a good time in a way
conductive to the Board and
campus. Upon getting thrown
into the lake, a Freshman
emerged from the bottom with a
mouthful of last week 's droppings. This, naturally, has kept
us quacking for quite some
time.
And it is because of this zeal
for a good time that we would
like your support in allowing us ,
the ducks of Frisco Pond, a
representative to the St. Pats
Board. We feel that, acting in
this capacity, we can get the
cooperation of, not only the
local ducks, but of all the cows
in the Rolla vicinity, to make
our pond one the Board would
be proud to bathe in.
We feel that we also can serve
to improve other aspects of the
festicities. For example, we can
bring important people to Rolla
to participate in the Honorary
Knighting ceremonies. Such big
names as Donald Duck and
Daffy Duck. Also with !lull like

'7<tdla

this behind us, we may be able
to get Porkey Pig as our candidate for the Knighting
Ceremony. He was, however,
unavailable for comment on
this matter.
Also , although many are ignorant of this fact, Rolla is full
of foxy ducks (an area we find
you humans hurting in). We
could provide a beautiful duck
Queen to adorn the Queen's
Float, a duck anyone would be
Droud to goose.

UMR Theater Guild To Present
N.eil .simon's Sweet Charity
To the delight and appreciation of Miner music and
drama fans and in fact all
Miners in general, the musical
hit "Sweet Charity" will make
its debut in Rolla on Thursday,
March 22 in Centennial Hall of
the University Center. "Sweet
Charity" written by Neil Simon
and under the direction of Mr. '
Gary Fears will star Miss
Kathy Beck in the leading role
of Charity with Mr. Dan Bruns
as Oscar, Charity's lover. The
play is centered around the
adventures and misadventures
of Charity, a dancehall hostess.
Charity , typical of her
profession is often engaged in
extra .curricular activities and
promises to be quite a hit with
the Miner audience. In one
scene Charity meets a popular
movie star and under some very
peculiar circumstances
manages to spend the night with
him,j>roviding her viewers with
,laughter galore. But the
production is not entirely
!!omical, it also displays sad and
depressing emotions. As Mr.
Fears so aptly described the
play, "It's funny, it's sad, i~'s
happy, it's . crazy, you get all
different emotions in the show."

rehearsing since the beginning
of the semester and has shaped
up into quite a spectacular and
admirable performance. A
performance that will provide
all Miners with an enjoyable
evening of entertainment.
Sweet Charity will run from
March 22 through March 24. The
doors will be open at 7:30 and
the curtain rises at 8: 15. There
will be a nominal admission fee
of $.75 for students in advance
and $1.25 for non-students in
advance. The tickets will cost a
quarter more at the door and
will be on sale starting this
week in the third floor office of
the Humanities and Social
Science Building and in the
University Center. While no
seats will be reserved it is
necessary to buy tickets which
correspond to the night of the
performance to be seen. But be
sure to get tickets well in advance to avoid a sellout on any
particular night.
The cast of Sweet Charity
would appreciate help from any
interested students who would
like to work on the crew and
help with miscellaneous chores such as moving props in between scenes. They will need any
interested students by Thursday, March 15. Any students
wishing to become part of the
crew should contact Mr. Gary
Fears by Thursday.

So, FRESHMEN-<io you
want a softer lake to land in?
With a cast, orchestra, and
ST. PATS BOARD- do you
want this and future st. Pats to choir comprising the best actirs
be bigger and better in Rolla? and musicians on 'the UMR
STUDENTS-do you want to be campus the show has been
bitten in the leg by a mad duck?
THEN send us you signatures
GABRIELLE'S ITALIAN SANDWICH SHOP
allowing us a representative to
The best in Italian sandwiches
the Board to :
10 am ·9:30 pm Fri& Sat 10 am-8:30 pm
DUCK-before it's
too late, Drawer I, Rolla, Mo.
805 Rolla St.
65401

~It- ~(Jllf

CRAFTS-HOBBIES· ARTISTS' SUPPLIES
605 PINE STREET
W!»r~· PHONE 364·5581
;::~.~:.; ~) ROLlA, MISSOURI 65401
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Have A Nice

St. Pat's
family

shoes

Kentucky
Straight Bourbon
86 Proof

12 Oz. Now
Returnable Bottles

CONRAD
VODKA

288jPrOOf

701 Pine
... :. :.t" II C
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Dea:r
John '
Continued
downhill. Join a fraternity or
some other form of residence,
Please.
I sincerely believe nothing is
going to be okayed for the door.
They will use the old-fashioned
(as they themselves are) "Fire
hazard" excuse. By God, if
theydo , they better replace my
door as it to is made of wood .
It seems to me this is the only
time anybody actually needed a
hole in their head, to let the
vacuum fill , of course.
These big shots never visi~ the
dorms. Wht do they know?
Nothing. I've lived here for four
years now. I know what it is
like. I wonder if these guys ever
lived in a dorm. What makes
them qualified to even serve as
authorities? Why don 't they
take some sort of a poll to find
out what they don 't know. They
would be truly amazed. I
wonder what life in a
Warrensburg dorm is like? How
many years of grade school do
you have to have in order to be a
Housing official anyway?
I leave you with this thought.
"Advice is seldom welcomed.
Those you need it most , liRe it
least. " What do you think John?
Ralph Jamerson

,;.5mder"s·Keeper's Kontest

From the shores of Erin, help you find the lucky
Shamus (Chuck) the .duck has shamrocks. All the shamrocks '
brought the " Find,e r's Keepers will be hidden on campus, out in
Kontest " for yoUr enjoyment, the ~pen . air, so .don't go
Friday and Saturday of St. breakmg mto the buildmgs. If
Pat's Weekend. Yes , friends , you're a UMR student, you're
after such successes as the first eligible for the treasure hunt of
KMSM Open Golf ClaSSic, the the semester. (K~SM employes
Greaseba ll , and the Turtle and their families are not
.
Races, KMSM does it again . On .eligible).
the 16th of March at 3:00 p.m.
After you fmd your shamrock
you'll hear the first of the clues make it over to KMSM and one
on KMSM that will lead you to of the smiling KMSM employes
the hidden shamrocks. Each will give you aeoupon entltlmg
shamrock is numbered to you to your prize.
Here 's a list of prizes from
correspond with one of the
KMSM's luc!cy leprechaun. '
fabulous prizes KMSM has for
A complete shoe rebuild
you. The hunt doesn 't end until donated by the Cobbler Shop.
6:00 p.m. on Saturday, so that One Chuck or Charlene the duck
'gives you 28 hours of clues to decoy donated by Kenmark.

Also Rllsh Jobs .'
~

Located 'where
Phase II was
FR~E Sh~e

Shjne
with this ad only

1005 Pine

:141-2666

One St. Louis Cards tote bag
donated by Kenmark .
Two UMR T-shirts donated by
Kenmark Spirting Goods .
One . "1'reforn " . Tennis
Trainer donated by Kenmark.
One $5.00 Gift Certificate
dpnated by ~Foods For Health.
One "Old Hickory" Cutlery
set donated by the Kirby
Company.
One Wankel 'Engine kit
dOnated ,by Rolla Craft and
Hobby.
Qne f10urescent blac k-lite
d9nate.(i by Frank .B. Powell
Lumber, , .
A complete black and white
dark room kit donated by
french Studio and Camera
Shop.

A UMR: T-shirt donated' by
Campus Book Store.
One jacket donated . by
Campus book Store.
.
One insulated beer mug and
Trash . can set dona.ted by
Cossettes.
A free men's hair" style
donated by the Uptown Barber
Shop.
.
A lube job and oil change
donated by Rob's Sinclair.
Two of the current top twenty
albums (winner's choice )
donated by Carps.
A free fill-up donated by
Dillions Delano.
Two pizzas of your ' choice at
Alex's Pizza.
Two more pizzas of your
choice at Alex's Pizza.

AnyUMR Leprechaun
Will Tell You ,"Six Bulls
Are Better Than One."
.
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Nobociy makes malt~liquo:" like Schlitz. Nobpdy.
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One' Hour Shoe Repair!
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John 's Note:
St. Pat's is finally here and
for those of you who have never
enjoyed a St. Pat's, you are in
for a good time. Here are a
couple of pointers for you: Don't
miss any of th e activities
sponsored by the Board since
the Board itself is a real gas to
watch on St. Pat's. Also I
recommend that the easiest
way to enjoy a St. Pat's is to
enjoy it. with wine , women and
song. Watch Out for the Alice.
Happy St. Pats and
Thanks to the Board
John O'Fla.nigan
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KMSM ,',niroduces

Dear Ralph,
I think that your foUr years iq
the dorms qualifies you to speak
and (think you have got tile
right idea. Now if the Housing
Office is smart, they will
probably call you in for advice
as to how they can better
operate the dorms for the
benefit of the students. That is,
of course, assuming that the
Housing Office is trying to
improve themselves for the
betterment of the students.
How about it, Housing Office
are you in it just to rend a bunch
of rooms that you happen to
have and that you don 't want to
take a monetary loss on, or are
you willing to improve yourself
for the benefit of students like
Ralph so that they will want to
Ii ve in the dorms? If either
Ralph or myself don 't hear from
you we must assume the worst,
that.is you don 't give a damn
about how they are run . In
which case I would be forced to
agree with Ralph that students
who want a good place to live go
elsewhere. More about this
later.
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Miss Paula Hudson is proudly
presented by the sisters of
Kappa Delta as their candidate
for the st. Pat's Queen. Miss
Hudson is not only very active
in sorority activities, but also on
campus . She is the Kappa Delta
representative for student
council 'as well as being on the
Student Union Board of Dine
Arts Comm ittee. She is
presently the vice-president of
Kappa Delta. Because of her
interest and participation in
student activities and her fine
personality , this 5'5" blue-eyed
blonde has been chosen Queen
Candidate by her sisters.
Pi Kappa Alpha
EVE ALBERS

MATES
SHARON HEARST

The men of Pi Kappa Alpha
are proud to present Eve Albers
as their candidate for the Queen
of Love and Beauty of 1973.
Eve is from West Palm
Beach, Florida and she is a
charming 6 footer with blue
eyes and reddish-brown hair. A
graduate of the University of
South Flor'ida in Tamps ,
Florida, and since her
graduation has been an
elementary school teacher.
Eve's varing inter.e sts inclu!le
modeling, bowling, sewing,
horseback riding and archery.
Eve is a new resident of Rolla,
as of late last year. She has
spent her first few months in
Rolla getting used to not seeing
the sun. Quite a change from
her home in Florida.

Kappa Delta
PAULA HUDSON

The Independents of the
University of Miss:luri-Rolla
are proud to present Ms . Linda
Schilling as their candidate for
St. Patrick's Queen of Love and
Beauty .
Linda , a luscious 5'2" blueeyed blonde, is a resident of
Rolla and a regular attendant at
UMR activities. She is a 3 year
veteran of
UMR party
weekends, and is always a
lively addition to all GDI functions. Linda is a keypunch
operator at Fort Leonard Wood
and enjoys hiking , swimming,
and sewing in her spare time.
We, the Independents, feel
that Linda will reign as a lovely
and gracious Queen , and that
upon reviewing her bountiful
assets, St. Patrick himself is
sure to agree , Sure 'n'
Beforah! !

Kappa Alpha
DEBBIE ADAMS

The brothers of Kappa Alpha
are very proud to present Miss
Debbie Adams as their candidate for 1973 St. Pat's Queen.
Debbie is an attractive 5'5" blue
eyed brunette from Springfield,
Missouri. She is currently a
junior at Southwest Missouri
State University majoring in
Vocational Home Economics,
where her main interest is
Interior Design . Debbie is a
member of Alpha Delta Pi
sorority and holds the office of
recording secretary. She is also
a

membf':r
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Tech C
GLENDA RU HALL

Miss Glenda I
vocal major frOl
College, Oaklan,
She is a native II
Red Onion, Mis!
is five feet, on'
inches tall, she
a nd brunette
activities includ
choir
Oakland City C Fge Singers
student
ch :man
Curriculum Bo I, and two
religious and po roups on the
Oakland CampL !the "Gang j
Some of
and the "choral,
Miss Halls
crocheting , coo~
Miss Hall is
centrating on pr
teaching lessons
a 3.52 GPA
College.

°

Bela Sigma Psi
lOUANNE DINGU

The men of Alpha Epsilon Pi
a re proud to announce their 1973
St. Pat's Queen candidate as
Miss Lynda Houghton.
Lynda is a senior Biology
major at Central Methodist
College and is member of Zeta
Psi Lamba sorority . During the
summer she works a~ a
waitress at the Lake of the
Ozarks Holiday Inn. Lynda calls
Eldon, Mo. home and graduated
from Eldon high.
Lynda has green eyes and
brown hair and stands a pretty
5'11 " . Her charm ing personality and congenial nature
make her a n excellent candidate.

~~~~ wnere sh( tn~j~;~Q'u ~l

Delta Sigma Phi

Clinical Psycho! '.In ad~g III
to her studies, ' is a st hon
assistant in th, lra!lh,' udent

AMY STRUNK

.

____.."" ~wl1nmlDg and
music. Debbie's beauty com bined with her warm perI ~ql'!'1lity makes her the perfect
calldidate fQi! fue men of Kappa
,

The brothers of Beta Sigma
Psi are pleased to present Miss
Louanne Dinger as their candidate for St. Pat's Queen. This
5'4" brown-haired darling is
twenty years old and hails from
Oklahoma City. She presently is
pinned to one of the brothers,
Ed Christy .
After spending her first two
years at Lindenwood College,
she is currently attending
Oklahoma University where she
is majoring in Political Science.
There she is a member of
Kappa Kappa Gamma social
sorority and holds the offices of
Act ivities Cha irm an and
Assistant House Chairman. On
campus she is the Treasure of
the
Juniot
Panhellenic
(counter-part of the I.F.C.l.
Louanne is an avid sports
enthusiast and especially enjoys snow skiing. However, her
favorite pasttime is just getting
to know people.

Ms. Paula J, I Cantrell .
seventeen and . daughte - I~
Clinto n an d E ie Cant r l~
Rolla. She is r 'eSentin re ,
Engineer 's Clul 1 tb g the
e annUal
selection of St. t's Quee
UMR.
nat
Ms. yantrell i Irp<h"" . ..

"'I:H,~..J

The Brothers of Velta :;lgma
Phi are proud to present as their

Sisterhood, American Home
Economics Association, and the
Student Home Economics
Association . Her intereste include ski inn

Alnh~

The Association of Married
Students of UMR is proud to
announce the selection of
Sharon Hearst as their
nomination for St. Pat's Queen1973. Sharon , the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Becker of
Festus, Mo. , is presently employed by UMR's Cashier
Office. She has been a part-time
student at both Jefferson
College and UMR in addition to
working to put her husband,
David, through school. Sharon ,
known by her fr iends as Sher,
finds additional time to sell
tickets at basketball and
football games as well as to sew
and take care of her Irish
Setter, Shawn. Sher finds great
pleasure in meeting people and
making new friends and is quite
active in MATES.
Sher is a lovely 5'4" redhead
with a winning smile and
pleasing personality. She takes
great pleasure in working with
the UMR Miners and thinks Joe
Miner is a real gentlemean in
disguise. When asked what she
thought of being nominated for
St. Pat's Queen , she replied, " I
think it's great, because to be
selected or even nominated for
St. Pat's Queen is one of the
biggest honors a girl can
receive at UMR."
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. .... _..........'" J.Yu;:o,:S Amy Strunk.
Amy is a senior majoring in
History at UMR. A member of
Kappa Delta Sorority, Amy is
active in her sorority and in
several organizations on
c;a'mpus: Sbe will Qe es.cDrted by
Frank Walsh.:,,'

Alpha Epsilon Pi
lYNDA HOUGHTON

u epa r t ment c In;-ii;~t~ no<
T.V. a nd a liliber o;on al
Psychology So ~ at OMRthe
Among her ' tide int .
and hobbies, I Ia likeserests
cing, painting I ~lIgraph dan
camping. She ' IS she Yand
like to trav, lid to WOUld
people. "But .n :of all" illeet
Paula "I like"
, sayS

,
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The Brothers of Epsilon Nu
Chapter of Delta Tau Delta are
proud to announce Miss Ruth
Werner as their candidate for
the University of Missouri-Rolla
St. Pat's Queen Contest.
Miss Werner , a cute hazel·
eyed , blond , is pres en tly
enrolled as junior at Southeast
Missouri State University. Ruth
is an Elementary Education
major with an art minor and is a
member of Kappa Delta Pi, the
Elementary
Education
honorary. She enjoys the winter
sports and is an excellent
seamstress.
Ruth makes her home in
Spanish Lake, Missouri and
attended Riverview Gardens
High School. She is the daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Werner.

The Brothers of Sigma Pi are
proud to announce Miss Ruth
Legsdin as their candidate for
Queen of Love and Beauty. Ruth
is an active member of Kappa
Delta and the Student Union
Board. A native of Rolla, Ruth
is familiar with the traditions of
St. Pat's and is sure to add to
their enjoyment. She will be
escorted by her fiancee, Gregg
Anderson.

Kappa Sigma
NANCY ANDERSON

Miss Nancy Anderson, a
resident of Florissant, has been
selected by the brothers of the
Beta Chi chapter of Kappa
Sigma Fraternity to represent
them as their .St. Pat's Queen
candidate at the University of
Missouri-Rolla's weekend of·
festivities honoring the patron
saint of engineering . She will
compete against thirty other
girls from other organizations
and fraternities to be crowned
queen.
Nancy is a 1969 graduate of St.
Thomas Aquinas high school
and is presently employed by
Ozark Airlines . She has a
dpecial interest in ice skating,
and is an avid Rugby fan.

II is a senior
Oakland City
Aty, Indiana.
sourian from
\rio Miss Hall
and one half
as blue eyes
hair. Her

rman
d, and two
:roups on the
the "Gang"
es". Some of
>bbies are
g and sports.
esently con:ating on Ite voice and
lessolll he also holds
. lakland City

Delta Tau Delta
RUTH WERNER

The men of Acacia take
pleasure in presenting Miss
Tina Pashia as our 1973 St. Pat's
Queen Candidate of Love and
Beauty.
Tina , currently a senior at
Herculaneum High School, has
achieved much during her
years
there.
Her
ac·
complishments includ e
membership in the Honor
Society , Thesbians , Future
Teachers of America, Marching
and Concert 'Bands, Student
Council representative,
Secretary of her class, and
above all , being chosen as their
Homecoming Queen. She enjoys
swimming, painting
and
playing the piano.
We believe Tina would be a
fitting queen to reign over the
Royal Court with St. Pat.

Enginee Club
PAULA C ITRELL

The men of MRHA proudly
present Miss Robbie Humel
from St. Louis. This beautiful 5·
6 redhead graduated from
Rosati Cain High School, and
now attends Meramec Junior
College. Her extra curricular
activities include swimming,
tennis , and many other sports.
She is also training to be a

a·eer,s CIa n the annual

r.~on of St. It'S Queen at
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Sigma Nu is proud to an·
nounce as their St. Pat's Queen '
candidate, Miss Elaine K.
Hooper. She is 5'7" with long
blonde hair and green eyes. She
is presently working as a dental
assistant in Kansas City. She is
engaged to one of the brothers
in the house. Next year she
plans to make her residence
here in Rolla.

Joy Osborn, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Malcolm Osborn of
Linn Creek, Missouri, has been
nominated by Thomas Jef·
ferson Residence Hall as their
queen candidate for the St.
Patrick's Day festivities at
University of Missouri-Rolla .
Joy graduated. from Camdenton High School , and is
presently a freshman at Rolla
majoring in computer science.
Her many activities at lIMP

MRHA
ROBBIE HUMMEL

Paula JI t Cantrell is

~.

Sigma Pi
RUTH lEGS DIN

Sigma Nu
ELAINE K. HOOPER

InCluae varisty cheerleading for
basketball, supporting the
rubgy team as a member of
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, majoring in
y. In addition
, is a student

Miss Ann Carmichael is one of
th o. "_ ... _I--
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iIleal Institutional
pari d a mber of the
an SO ty at UMR.

side interests
1Ia likes dan·
j )tography and
ys she would
i1lpin 'tr3 lnd to meet
e to ''Bllti t of alI", says
ople,"~I ~e lping people".
lula,

The men of Triangle are
proud to announce tha tRuth
Ann Zimmerman has been
selected as their St. Pat's Queen
candidate. Ruth Ann , known as
" Ra'z", is a brown·haired,
buxom beauty from Cottey
College. Raz is a Liberal Arts
major and is active in many of
Cottey's extracurricular activities . After graduation Raz
plans to contmue her education
and get a · degree in Social
Psychology. She enjoys pain·
ting, modern dancing, soCial
work , and bike riding .

Thomas Jefferson Hall
JOY OSBORN

~'Ieen and daughter of
-~on and I ie Cantrell ,
I She ~ r 'esenting the

R.

Triangle
RUTH ANN ZIMMERMAN

"

Acacia
TINA P~SH!A

.'

... ~ ,,"~l11n an attractions here
at UMR. A general studies
major , she also keeps busy as a
member of Zeta Tau Alpha
Sorority and the Little Sisters of
Lambda Chi Alpha . Her hobbies
include swimming, cooking and
meeting new people.
With Ann 's looks and per·
sonality, the Zetas are confident
that St. Pat will be unable to
resist their choice for St. Pilt's

Queen.

' . .J';.

Zeta Tau Alpha
. .ANN CARMI<;HAEL '

"

,_U&&C,
rtUggers ", and ser·
ving as president of her pledge
class of the Little Sisters of
Lambda Chi Alpha. Joy also
participates in girls intramural
sports , is the "Ugly Man"
representative for the girls at T.
J. Hall , and was nominated for
UMR's representative in the
"Top Ten College Girls" contest
sponsored
by
Glamour
magazine. Besides all this , Joy
had a 3.75 grade point average
her first semester, which placed
her on the honor roll .

I
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The Brother of Theta Xi are
proud to present Miss Terry
Karr as their 1973 St. ' Pat's ]
Queen C"?ndidate. Terry is
presently a senior at Lafayette
High School in St. Louis County.
She plans to attend the
University
'of
Missouri· '
Colu:nbi~ upon graduation .

MARCH 14, 1973

. Campus Club . is proud to
ptesent as its. candidate for the. ~
Queen 'o{ Love and Beallty; "
, Marsha McDonald, daughter of
. Dr. and Mrs. H. O. McDonald of
Rolla . Marsha, a sophomore
transfer student from SMS, is
currently enrolled at UMR in
General Humanities. Her
hobbies include art, music, and
attending st. Pat's Party
Weekends.
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Theta Chi
KIM HAPGOOD

The women of WRHA proudly
present Miss Patricia Pijut as
their 1973 St. Pat's Queen
candidate. Patty, the second
oldest of four children, makes
her home in St. Louis .
The slim, six foot, brownette
is presently a junior at UMR.·.
During this time, she has lived
in 'llie 'girls' dorm where her
activities . include Ugly Man
resresentative ,
scrapbook
chairman, and President. On
campus Patty has served as
se2retary "" of GDI, SWE
membe;'-;.. and honorary ROTC
Brigade SpDnsor. At present,
she ·js. secretary-treasurer of
Kappa':Sigma Little Sisters.

scorn

The brothers of Theta Chi are
proud to have Miss Kim
Hapgood represent them as a
very worthy candidate for 1973
Queen of Lov~ and Beauty. Kim
is a 1971 graduate of Mehlville
High and is in Special
Education at UMSL. Kim also
Theta Xi
works part time and attends
TERRY KARR
dance school in the evenings:
She is no stranger to St. Pat's
Campus Club
activities and is looking forward
MARSHA McDONALD
"
to · servin'g as ' 'fhet;l Ch'i's
Miss Jo Ann Ellis',:. will 'candidate. ' -~. ~~'-... ,
~
.'"
represent Lambda Chi Alpha in
.' ...r
this year's St. Pat's activities.
. Representing the me:n .~ PI,ri
A 5'7", green-ey.ed'· brtinette,'
"':!<a,Ppa Theta as their 1973 ..,S.t ..
Jo Ann is . a ·freshman ;It. the ..
Pat's Queen candidate . 1$'
University
or" Missouri,
Maureen Kruse. Maureen i~ a '~Columbia, where she i~
5 brunette from St. Louis, where .
majoring in business. She"is.,;a
she attended a junior college
member or Delta Gammasocial
and was employed at the St.
sorority. H~r hobbies include
Louis University Law Library .
gqlf, tennis, and swimming.
"Mic" is an avid sports.:- fan, ·.
Jo·i\nn graduated from Rolla
especially of hockey and
High Schooi in 1972 and is the
football. She is presently em· .
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. J. E.
ployed at the UMR Registrar's .'
Ellis 6 Summit Avenue, Rolla,
Office and will be escorted 'by .
Miss~uri. . .
her husband Larry.

Vie
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The men of Pi Kappa Phi 'are
proud to announce, Miss
Patricia Mullich as their 1973
St. Pat's Queen candidate.
Pattie is 18 years old and lives
in Arnold, Mo. She plans to
enroll a t Avila College in the fall
semester. Pattie is active in
outdoor activities and her
hobbies include swimming and
horse-back riding.
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Tau Kappa Epsilon
MARILEE ROBINSON

'Sigma Tau Gamma
GERRIE VIERLING

The men of Sigma Tau
Gamma are proud to present
Miss Gerrie Vierling as our St.
Pat's Queen candidate. Miss
Vierling is a junior at UMSL
where she is majoring in special
education. Besides attending
college ha s found time to tutor
emotionally disturbed children
as well as being employed by
the St. Louis Teachers Credit
Union. Gerrie will be escorted
by Mark Evertowski.

I

The men of Sigma Phi Epsilon .
are proud to present Miss
Colleen Dempsey as their
Queen candidate. Colleen 'i~ a
graduate of Lee's Summit High
and is presently employed as a
secretary'receptionist in
Kansas City. She is a member of
Sig Ep's little sisters and interested in dancing.

Lambda Chi Alpha
JO ANN ELLIS

..........
~~~~;-'
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The brothers of Tau Kappa
Epsilon are proud to present
Miss Marilee Robinson as their
St. Pat's Queen candidate. Miss
Robinson is a 5·8 blonde and is
presently working at Garland's
Department Store. She attended
the University of Missouri-St.
Louis and is in Beta Sigma
Gamma sorority.

.
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St. Pat's Celebration Filled With History
Traditions are often thought
as something that's been going
on for so long, it justifies its own
existence through its preponderance of years alone. As a
result, people look down upon
tradition as something that was
aU right when their father was
in school, but its out of style
now. It's really sad that that is
some peoples opinion, because a
lot of good. times are 10ll,t
forever. Traditions are only
good traditions when you join in
them, rather standing back and
scorning them.
We have our own tradition
that has been in existanee for
se"eral generations, continuing
much today as it has been
celebrated . for over half a
century. This tradition is the
annual celebration of St .
Patrick's Day. Do you know
who started the tradition, when
they started it, when it changed
from .a chance happening to
thoroughly planned, four day
long, nationally prominent
commemoration of the patron
saint of engineering, St.
Patrick? The following is a
factual account to acquaint you
with the greatest tradition ' you
will ever have the honor of
being part of.
In the spring of the year 1908,
there appeared on many MSM
bulletin boards scattered
around campus an announcement of a celebration in
the name of St. Patrick which
was to take plaee at the
University of Missouri at
Columbia campus. The announcement invited the student
body of MSM to send a
representative from their
campus to the celebration at

Young, and all th.!! graduating
seniors the first Knights of St.
Patrick.
The day ended with a band
concert and dance in Norwood
Hall, and a tradition was begun
that should never end.
The following year, the
organization of the celebration
was turned over to the junior
class, a practice that was to be
continued for twenty-three
years. Gradually, new rituals
were added to the tradition of
St. Pat's. The year 1910 saw
freshmen first sent to the
surrounding woods to find their
own shillelahs. 1913 marked the
first St. Pat's Ball, and 1915 was
the year of the first St. Pat's
Queen of Love and Beauty. All
of these became part of the
celebration , and still occur

This period alSO marked a
more subtle change on the
proceedings. With the election
of Miss Helen Baysinger as the
first Queen of Love and Beauty,
the annual event began to
assume an air of dignity, instead of that of ridiculousness
which had prevailed in the
earlier celebrations. The basic
mold had been made for all the
future St. Pat 's celebration~
The above is a very brief
history of the beginning of st.
Pat's at MSM-UMR. Each year,
the celebration became a little
more complex and a little bit
bigger. Some years saw
financers of the event make a
little profit, and some years saw
them picking up large tabs after
St. Pat's was over. By 1930, the
planning, financing,
and
organizing of the event had

become too intricate an enterprise to be. handled efficiently by a group who had
had no previous experience in
putting such an event together.
A more efficient method of
handling the celebration had to
be found.
In the December 9, 1930 issue
of the Missouri Miner , a
proposed constitution for an
organization to be known as the
St. Pat's 1930, due largely to
inexperience and internal
conflicts within the junior class
organizors, had convinced
many people that the st. Pat's
celebration might die forever.
At MSM, unless it was
organized
along
more
businesslike lines . In affirmation of these fears , it was
well into December, and no

plans had yet been made for St.
Pat's 1931.

The.'proposed organization of
a St. Pat's Board was put to a
vote among the students and
won overwhelming support. The
students were not goin~ to let
the celebration of St. Pat's die
without a fight.
The constitution of the new
organization allowed new
members of the Board a year of
supervision under the old
members, who had already
organized a St. Pat's Day
celebration . A more stable
financial network was also setup, with a more businesslike
pattern.

BUD MAN AND MIGHTY MALT
WILL SOLVE YOUR
THIRST PROBLEM AT
ST. PAT'S

Mizzou .

I

I"

Soon after , an informal
meeting of the student body was
held at Frisco Station, the
gathering place for MSM
students in that day. A delegate
was soon elected for the trip to
Columbia, and a hat was passed
through the crowd to defray the
cost of the delegate's journey
north. The collection easily
exceeded the amount needed,
and sparked the idea of MSM
putting
on
their
own
celebration, and to hell with
UMC.
Who first verbalized this
outstanding idea is not recorded, but it was met with
unanimous approval.
An
election was held among those
students present, and George
Menefee was elected to serve as
MSM 's first St. Patrick.
March 17, the recognized day
of St. Patrick's death, occured
on a Friday in the historic year.
The night before was devoted to
decorating Norwood Hall for a
dance, and the alerting of all
MSM students that Friday
would be an all school cut day .
Friday morning , St. Patrick
arrived for the first time in the
city of Rolla. At nine a.m. he
rolled in on the Frisco
Railway, and disembarked at
Frisco Station. There, he was
met by every student at MSM.
As the students assembled, they
were given kelly green sashes
and Irish shillelahs,and they
eagerly awaited the bidding of
their beloved patron saint.
A parade was formed, led by
the school band, followed by St.
Pat and his loyal pages, with the
students, in order of their
classes, close behind. The
precession traversed the town
boulevard and marched up to
the front steps of Norwood Hall.
From there, St. Patrick dubbed
the director of MSM, Lewis

Happy St. Pat's
From the Home Of

Bud Man And Mighty Malt
TRAINER

INC.

L..-.......~~~U;~~;;;~~~..w~jg.wNJ~J;.f#:\.~~
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Campus Organizations
Select Honorary Knights
One of the many honors tha t can be bestowed upon a student Is
being selected by his or ganization to become a St. Pat's Knight.
These hapless draftees deck out in their " Sunday Best" with
plenty of vaseline and cotton protecting their strategic orifices.
They come dressed in such wild suits as dinner tails and bikinis
and thouroughly embalmed with plenty of hard liquor.
They then precede to wait paiently on the intramural field while
they are whisked methodically into the green goop to the applause
of the student body.
This goop Is no ordinary goop, but Is concocted week ahead of
time of everything from witches tits to dead rabbits. Yet these
mighty stalwart warriors splasy and squirm in the myrad of
green trying to drag an escort along ...true knighthood.
The 1973 knighting candidates of St. Pat are :
Theta Chi
Dan McBride
Larry York
Stu Co
Bob Neuwrith
KA
Sam Padget
Tech Club
John Shucart
Kappa Sig
Pi Kappa Phi
Dan Harbert
Joe Witte
Sig Tau
Don Schlecte
Beta Sig
Jack Phillips
Sigma Nu
Mike Ross
SIg Ep

MRHA'

Pete Gruendler
JobD.Undstorm

Alpha EpsIlon ~
Delta Tau Delta
,
SUB

Jom Baz..DresdI

~x.... 'I1Ieta

,Jerry Minot!

F10yd Sherfield

. S~-- .. ",
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'estimated that in 1_ 13 per
ill ' "cent of all ~h males bet. wtiate U's MW members ha4 c;bqe of several committees
• - ., , ~tet &et,yoUr' blnoCu/.ars and' the plans wbidl are draim up . ween , ~ and 55 suffered from
.' Pep"BismaJ ~dy. A defmite, by senior ' members, Ni!W , aI~.
'
- \ date bun't beeft set but the members let bids from comi·; - .·feStivities sbouId beIiII at the· panie. on St. Pat's ' paraptierThe whites populace
South
Lion's Club around the latter nalia suCh " a. gatters and
. part,o( April ,
'
sweatshirts. This Is very im- . Africa , drinkS ~.05 of proof
:"
'Contrary ' to popular belle( 'p ortant because all or these alcohol per person per year, Yet
. (according to an anonymous St. , items have to be paid for Belgium "tea toddles" only 0,6
"'1'5 board rep.) the Board whether they are sold or not. gallons per person per annum,
doesn't make its newly elected This gives the Board a financial which makes ine' conclude they
members guzzle warm beer, start for its Spring activities. must have a lot of freaks living
although chugging cold beer is
definitely the high priority item
of the afternoon,
Besides endurance drinking
contests, after all new members
have become sufficiently dazed
a no-holds-barred foot race is
held. This is by far the most
religious part of the whole
ceremony, since it can truly be
said of this race tha t the first
shall be last a nd the last first.
Some races in the past have
been filmed and efforts have
been made to ha ve them orchestrated for showing to the
public at large but since there
are no X a nd R ratings for
m usic as there are in movies all
plans have been abandoned.
Besides having a good time
the purpose of the St. Pat's
initia tion is for both new a nd old
members to socialize a nd get
acquainted. From this pagen
picnic new members have a
chance to show themselves
willing to work as officers for
the betterment of the st. Pat's
Board. New members who are
on the Boa rd only for selfpublicity can quickly be spotted
by old members.
How the Board can draw all of
these conclusions from this
frolicking outing is hard to
understand but it usually comes
up with unique solutions for its
problems .
Anyone wishing to watch may
do so but is warned to keep his
distance . One could easily
become part of the en tertainment.
To become a St. Pat 's Board
representative one has to be
el ected from a siz eable,
recognized orga nization. Board
m e mbers have informally
discussed having non-affiliated
members on the Board . but no
• All 01 you wi» pia

': .' $~~I tile St . ,fat "

(page), Tom pflaun

(,uard),second row; Steve Tattlch (trumpetor), Roger Kramer. (St. Pat), DlYe
Krueter (guard), third row; Ric.. Battley (gaureU, Doll Long (gaurd), Wes .
. Watkin. (herald), Lynn Price (master GaunU. Kevin Lont (page), and Lyla
. Gasttne.. (master Gaurcl).
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Sports
Sixth Consecutive Year

KA Wins Mural Wrestling Crown

For the sixth consecutive
year Kappa Alpha has won the
intramural wrestling title. KA
amassed 59 points in the meet
and easily defeated their closest
competition by 27 points.
Out of the ten weight classes,
KA has six wrestlers in the
finals . With many of the
wrestlers only sophomores and
juniors, it appears that their
domination of te sport will
continue.
Dennis Woodruff was selected

the outstanding wrestler of hte
year. He won the 160 pound
division, winning all his matches by pins.
Coach Van Nostrand and the
Intramural Managers
Association wish to express
their appreciation to the varsity
wrestlers who officiated the
matches, and helped out in the
or ganization.
The champions and runners
up are as follows :
Champion:
Runner Up :
Dale Anthon, Phi Kap
Dick Meremonte, Engine
Francis Moore Sig Ep
John Brinton, PiKA
Ron Atkins, Sig Ep
Ken Dufner, TKE
Marc Arnod, KA
Jeff Brumment. Ka
Doug Gale, Kappa Sig
Dennis Woodruff, KA
Curt Killinger, Lambda Chi
Bill Behrens, Phi Kap
- Mark Kassing, Kappa Sig
Doug Blevins, Tech
Don Snell, KA
Dude Harms, KA
Terry Logan, A Phi A
Steve Sullentrop, Kappa Sig
Bon Schroff, KA

Class :
123lbs.
1301bs.
1371bs.
145lbs
lS2lbs.
160lbs.
1671bs.
·-l17 1bs.
1911bs
HWT

Schedule Of Events
For 1973 St. Pat's
7: 30· 10 :00a . m .
10:00· 12: 00 noon
1: 30 p. m .
1:30·2:30p.m.
2: 30.5:30p.m.

FRIDAY
Qu een Intervi ews·C entenn ial Ba ll room

Coronatio n Pra ce ·
M ulti. Purpose Buil d ing
Sl. Pat arr ives at 7th & Elm
By Railroad Handc ar
Ta p g r ee n b ee r a t ' Top Hat'

Contests at lions Pa rk·Shel ter No.4
E ndu ran ce Contest; Six- Pack Ch ug;
Gi r ls' Qu a r t Chug; Judgin g 01 UMR
Studen t Bea rd s; Shi llelag h and Cudgel

Contest.

6:00·8:00 p.m.

D inner a t Carney Manor in Honor of :
Honorary Knights ; Queen of L ove and

9 :oo· 1O :00p.m.
1O:30· 1(30a.m.

Coron ation Ceremonies-Mul ti · Pur pose
Corona t ion Dance-Ar my
Jaycee Dance-lions' Den

8 : 00· 12 midnight

7:45 a.m.
8:45a.m.
9: 15a .m.

1O :00a .m.
11 :00·1 :00 p.m.
1·3p.m.
4:30p.m.

Beauty ; Senior Board Reps.

SATURDAY
Floats assemble at 11th and Park
Painting of green stripe on Pine
St. Pat down Pine on Manure Wagon
Start 01 St. Pats ' Parade
Jaycees' Bar·b·q ue
Knighting Ceremony at Jackling Field
General Lecture Concert·
Multi -Purpose McKendree Spring Student 1.0. AdmiSSion only

These are tlJe w inners of the .1973 intramural wrestling meet: First row : Jeff
Brumment, Ken Dufner, Dale Anthon, Frank Moore, Ron Atkins. Second Row :
Dennis Woodruff, Bill Behrens, Doug Blevins, Dude Harms, and Steve Sullentrop.

canned
cash

It looks like a c an. It feels like a con. But when you take
it to a Stag recycling center it tums magically into cash.
Ah, the marvels of modern packaging.
We'll pay you o()¢ a pound for all the recyclable a luminum cans-ours or anybody e lse's-you bring in. Thats
just about 1/ 2¢ a can. but who stops at just one can?
Which brings us to a word from our sponsor: when you
want to chase a beer with a beer, start with Stag.

Rolla Volkswagen @
Old Hiway 66 East
At Northwye
364-5178
"Always A Fine Selection
Of New & Used Cars"

Merideth Motors
Sl Roberts, Mo.

STAG RECYCLIN G CE NTER:

De Leo Distributing, Inc.
Hwy. D & Hwy .19-Cuba , Mo.
Open : Sat . 9a.m . - Noon
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Six Miner Swimm-e rs To
Compete In Nationals

Miner Baseball Team Drops
Three To Oklahoma Sooners
The
defending
MIAA
champion Miner baseball squad
opened its season last Saturday .
The Miners were matched up
against the Oklahoma Sooners
for a tripleheader. As could be
expected the Miners dropped all
three, the first two by scores of
4-0 and 12-3 and lost the last
game by a horrendous 23-0
score.
The day wasn't that dark
however. The Sooners finished
fourth in the nation last year,
besides winning the Big Eight.
And Coach Jerry Kirksey gave
all his players a chance to see
action , including a variety of
pitchers. The changes showed

MARCH 14. 1973

as most of the pitchers had
control problems, as many of
the Sooner runs were unearned.
All-MIAA shortstop Dale
Walling was 2 for 7 for the
Miners, one of his hits being a
double off the Haskell field wall.
Junior 'transfer ' Bill Olson
pitched well for the Miners in
the first game.
Next action for the Miners
will be Thursday and Friday as
the first travel to Lambuth
College of Tennessee for a
double header, and then
complete the brief road trip
with a double header against
Arkansas-Little Rock .

This weekend, March 15-17, top twelve in the finals will be and being realistic about
will mark the end of the designated an All-American. finishing in the top twelve:
swimming season for this year.
The hopes for a national title Blood has a shot a t a high finish
Those who qualified will travel are obviously ridiculous. But in all three of his events; Tom
to Detroit, Michigan to take there is the possibility of doing Wenger has a good chance in
part in the Na tional Collegiate better than last year's total of the 500 and 200; Dutton should
Athletic Association's College nine points that came from do real well off the three-meter
Division Championships. All Blood's sixth place finish . board and Peppers should do
year the members of the team Because of the competition and well in the one-meter events.
have pointed to this trip and pressures at this meet , a The 800 free relay is looking
now in the next few days what predicted total could range very good and the 400 free relay
they have been preparing for anywhere from 0 to 40 points. has an outside chance of
since last September will each a
The events each individual placing.
peak. What has happened will partiCipate in are as
Coach Bob Pease, who will
before means absolutely follows: Tim Blood will swim in accompany these six innothing; it is now or never for the 50 free, 100 free, 100 breast, dividuals, has been very
those who have qualified.
400 free relay, and 800 free pleased wi th the recent
The members of this year's relay; Tom Wenger will swim in workouts. "Everyone is looking
team who have qualified for the the 500 free, 200 free, either the good, is working very hard, and
national championships are: 1650 free or the 100 free, 400 free are turning their best times of
Tim Blood, Jim Glasa , Jim relay, and 800 free relay; Jim the year. I just hope they look as
Entwistle, Tom Wenger, Ron Glasa and Jim Entwistle will good, if not better, up in Detroit
Dutton and Steve Peppers. even both take part in the 400 and 800 this weekend." So, sometime
though the competition at free relays; and Ron Dutton and during this wild weekend, just
nationals is rather tough, every Steve Peppers will both take remember there are six Miners
one of these individuals has a part in the one and three meter up in Detroit trying to make
chance to come home a winner. diving events.
over six months of practice pay
And everyone who places in the
Going back through this list off.
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Frank Moore works Brenton to thlhmat. Moore went
on to win the match, and his weight class for Sig Ep.
Moore won the 130 pound weight class.
..
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Nagogami Village
ii·. Rustic Setting in the A-Frame!:!
\: Rates_~~:~
Per Semester
:

$80

(..Includes:
::.
..

. ..

for summer school
A!I Utiliti.~ .
Air CondltlOnmJ!
Cooking Utilities
Free Washer & Dryer
Free Parking

Call 364·5515 For Reservations

Doug Gale puts a rearward move on a languishing opponent in intramural
wrestling action last week. Doug was the runner up in the 152 pound weight class.

DOWNTOWN
AUTO SALES
Call 364-8300 and
ask for
Ron
OR _Howard
Strawhun
Riden

::;:1 L-..:.CL;;;;;E;;.;.;AN~US;.;;.ED.;.....;..CA_R_S......

......... :" .:J.

st.

Pat's Specials

HAMM'S 12 oz .................... $1.12
BUSCH 12packs .................. $2.19

.44
SCHLITZ MALT 8 oz ............. $ .88
HANLEY LAGER .................. $.97
BUSCH quarts..................... $

Have an enjoyable
St. Pat's weekend
with spirits from

Flower & Garden

Florist to St. Pat & her majesty the queen Hwy. 63 S

509

116 W. 8th STREET
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Peters, Staning
Named AII-M IAA

lut
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~
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The Universtiy of MissouriRolla was the only school to
place more than one player on
the all-MIAA basketball squad,
as selected by the MIAA
coaches. Rich Peters and Ken
Stallins were the Miner players
honored. Peters was a repeater
from last year 's squad, but
junior Ken Stalling was a first
time
selection .
The
6-1 guard averaged 17.2
points per game despite being
hampered by a broken left hand
in the late stages of the season,
jOined Rich Peters, who
averaged 16.3 points per ball
game, on the first team.
In addition, senior John
Williams was named to the
second string all MIAA team , to
bring to three the number of
Miner players honored by the
coaches around the league.
The other first team selections included Lamont Pruitt of
Linclon, a 6-5 junior who led the
MIAA In scoring with a 19.9
scoring mark. Lamont Cooper
of the sixth place CMS Mules
who was runner up to Pruitt in
the league scoring derby was
also named to the first squad.
Darlye Garrison on MIAA
champoin SMS was the fifth
player named to the first squad,
which was not picked according
to position.
Joining Williams on the
second team was Clarence
Gant. a 6-? senior from Lincoln
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who finisned third in scoring for
the year. William Doolittle of
the Southwest Bears was picked
to the second team for the first
time in his junior year. Another
Bear player, Kevin Gerschefke
a 6·6 senior was also named to
the second team.
The fifth player selected was
Lou Gregory of NEMS who
averaged 14.6 points per contest.
For the second successive
year, Lamont Pruitt of Lincoln
was named the most valuable
player in the conference. Pruitt,
who is only a junior led the
league in scoring and was sixth
in rebounding.
The other post season award
given out by th MIAA coaches
was the sportsmanship award
which again went to Rich Peters
of UMR. Rich , who won the
award last year, graduated
after shattering the Miner's
career scoring mark. In addition , second team all-MIAA
star John Williams and captian
Rod LeGrand will be lost by
graduation. Tommy Noel and
Ken Stalling, who was named to
the first team MIAA all-star
squad, will be returning to form
the nucleus of nest year's Miner
cage quintet. Espically missed
will be the 6-8 presence of Rich
Peters. Finding a center will be
number one on the Miner list of
priorities for the following
season.

John Williams was named to the second string All-MIAA basketball team for the
past season. John was fourth in individual scoring and fifth in rebounding over the
season. It marks the second straight year that Williams has captured a berth on
the honorary all-MIAA team. Last year he was named to the first squad.

Mural Standings
1. Lambda Chi
2. Kappa Sig
3.TKE
4. PiKA
5. Beta Sig
6.SigEp
7. Tech
8.MRHA
9.SigPi
to. Engine

1595.75
1558.75
1425.25
1408.00
1302.50
1257.00
1200.25
1174.50
1171.75
1127.75

11. Phi Kap
12.KA
13. Delta Sig
14. SigTau
15. Mates
16. Sig Nu
17. TJ
18. Delta Tau
19. Campus
20. Acacia

1115.00 21. Theta Xi
1094.50 22. Wesley
999.75 23. APhi A
967.25 24. Liahona
886.50 25. Newman
875.00 26. BSU
857.50 27.AEPi
825.00 28. Triangle
762.75 29. Pi Kappa Phi
757.20 30. Theta Chi

Try The New
Budweiser Malt Liquor
Bud Malt is now brewed
with rice, just like Budweiser
to bring you the very best
drinking enjoyment.
Open up a six-pak this week
and enjoy the best malt at
the lowest price anywhere.

.~
"

Rich Peters was named once again to the first string
all-MIAA basketbalrteam, and in addition was voted
the MIAA Sportsmanship Award for the second
consecutive year. The 6-8 Peters was in the top ten ilf
the conference In scoring ai1~ rebounding, and in.
addition finished second in fie'ld goal percentage. .

Women's 1M Standings

I

1. WRHA
2:'l'JDolis
3. Wesley .
4.Kappa Delta
5.ZTA
.. '

. 169.50
. 139,75
'<'.:';89.00
81.50

50·25

NO BULl
,

Ia.. •

•

TRAINER
DISTRI·BUTING
co., INC.
Cuba~

Mo.

734.75
689.00
589.00
533.50
522.50
398.25
367.25
255.00
228.00
172.50
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Music for St. Pat's 1973
Head East
The St. Pat's Board is kicking off St.
Participating in the parade Saturday
Pat's party weekend with the morning will be: the Pipes and Drums
coronation dance Friday night March of Moolah, Helias High School Band,
16. "Head East", a group from . Helias Drum and Flag Corp, Bellette's
Champaign, Dlinois, will play for the Drum and Bugle Corp.-Bell, illinois,
enjoyment of all at the dimce from 10 :30 Hillcrest Highlanders-Springfield
to 1 :30 Friday night. The dance, at the Hillcrest High, Raytown Jay Walkers,
Rolla Armory, is free to all UMR Waynesville Marching Band and the
students with dates.
UMR Band.

McKendree Spring
Highlight of the musical events
during the weekend will be a concert by
McKendree Spring Saturday afternoon
at the Multi-Pur-Qse Building at 4:30.
The concert is free for UMR students
and dates only. Two people will be
admitted per student LD.
McKendree Spring is a four man rock
band, consisting of Fran McKendree
(lead vocals, accoustic guitar,
dulcimer) , Michael Dreyfuss (electric
violin, electric viola , theremin, moogarp ), Martin Slutsky (lead guitar, slide
guitar ) and Fred Holman (bass,
background vocals ). The band formed
almost four years ago and that Fran,
Michael and Marty are three of the
origanal quartet. I could tell you that
they have three albums on the Decca
label, including their recently released
"McKendree Spring 3". All of this is
true , it's fact, but these "facts" are too
reminiscent of an IBM tab run or a
menu; they tell you what you already
know if you 're hip to it, and if you 're
not, they're merely words on paper, not
revealing what went into making the
record figures on the tab run nor how
the food tastes.
Sitting and talking with the members
of McKendree Spring is like floating on
some out-Qf-the-way river on a day
you'd term Indian Summer. When the
sun 's on your neck, the air is full of good
things and there's only a light breeze
blowing. McKendree Spring is the
smooth current on that silken day, full
of ideas and things they want to do and
be, searching and experiencing, not so
terribly interested in what came
before, but looking ahead to what lies
beyond the next bend.
Today 's McKendree Spring is the
product of an evolutionary process. In
1968 they first went out on the cross
country Coffee House Circuit, with a
van, a car and Michael 's two young
children'. They were armed with raw
talent and a good deal of nerve and they
were certain that stardom was imminent. Like Don Quixote, they were
tilting at windmills, for there was so
much to learn about sudiences,
equipment failures, and all the bad that
comes hand in hand with the "pot of
gold" at tne end of the rainbow. In 1969
they were playing colleges and concert
halls , had made their first album, and
were beginning to make some noise.
The group continued to play and learn
and progress, and in 1970 came their
second album and a memorable
Fillmore East date that garnered
plaudits from every critical medium. In
the past year and a half they have
toured England, played on one of the

Fillmore East's closing bills, been
across the country and back on campuses, in concert halla and completed
t~eir best album effort, to date,
"McKendree Spring 3".
The evolution is now complete
because today they are more than four
competent and skilled musicians. They
are a tight, together group of talented
individuals, who not only know each
other well and work with each other
unconditionally , but most importantly,
respect each other. It is this lack of
mutural respect which has doomed
many groups to failure . On the other
hand, the professional respect among
the musicians in McKendree Spring is a
source of the group's strength. When
Michael Dreyfuss takes a violin solo,
for example, one can sense the other
three members of the bank playing
along with him, each one feeling as
turned-Qn inside by the resultant music
as Michael himself.
There is more than rapport between
McKendree Spring and their audiences.
" We can feel the good vibes coming
across from the audience to us," Fran
says, "and we feed off that and then
give back to them, through our music."
The music they play is for the most
part written by the group, but is also
culled from the likes of Bob Dylan, Arlo
Guthrie, Neil Young , Tom Rush and
Keith Sykes, among others ... people
whose music and talent they respect.
Their arrangements are their own,
products of a group effort, the results of
which are both tight and flexable.
These arrangements are kind of " mood
synthesizers" ... well thought out, yet
quickly adaptable to the mood of the
group , the audience, and the specific
performance.
Billboard' magazine recently called
McKendree Spring," ... one of the best
unknown groups in the world ... ". It has
taken time, most everything does, but
they have paid their dues in nosiy coffee
houses , dingy club , college gymnasiums and some of the largest concert halls in the United States and
England. It took years of pain and
patience .. .full of their music and the
music of others .. .It took playing and
people and places you couldn't even
find on a map, but now McKendree
Spring has evolved .. .and the word is out
that they are about to take their wellearned place as one of the top groups in
pop music today.
Again, the concert will be in the
Multi-Purpose Building, 4: 30 this
Saturday. Two students will be admitted per valid UMR !D.

Dust And Ashes
The "Cell or Door Coffeehouse" will
open its doors March 16th and 17th with
a youth choir, interpretive dancmg,
folksingers , barber shop quartets, and
instrumental music. Being featured on
Saturday night will be "Dust and
Ashes" , a singing duo, Tom Page and
Jim Sloan from Nashville, Tenn. These
two young men have been composing,
singing, and performing their music for
four years. The uniquiness of their
music allows them to speak
propherically and realistically of the
relationship between man and God.

Page and Sloan also compose music
which refleects their own feelings and
experiences ; wi th this rna terial and
that of other contemptorary pop
composers they present a wellbalanced concert of songs that reveal
the concerns of Christianity and
simultaneously entertain.

Dust and Ashes has three albums
released: "From Both Sides" "A
Different Shade of Blue," and "The
Lives We Share".

The Cellor door will be open both
nights at 9 p.m. at the Episcopal
Church. It is sponsored by the campus
ministries of the Catholic, Episcopal,
Methidist, and Presbyterian Churches.
All interested persons are invited to
spend an evening at the Cellor Dool.
Dust and Ashes will lead in a communion celebration at Christ Church
Episcopal, loth 'lnd Main, at 9 a.m. on
Sunday, March 18, and at lla.m. they
will lead in a contemporary worship
service at the First Presbyterian
Church, 919 E . Tenth Street.

Page, a United Methodist minister,
attended Wesley Theological Seminary
in Washington , D.C., and was ordained
in 1968. He has a long history of music
behind him , having begun singing with
his father who was a professional entertainer.

Jim Sloan has spent several years as
a journalist, including two years as a
correspondent with the U.S. Army in
Vietnam. His creative style of writing
has led him through newspaper and
magizine editing; it is also refelected in
the vivid and imaginative lyric of his
songs.
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